Washington Lobbying Community
June 1998

- Each lobbyist is linked to the others by shared places of former employment.
- Circles = public employment (White House is center)
- Triangles = private sector positions
- Darker shades indicate greater “betweenness” centrality
- Larger and darker lines to a greater number of other nodes suggest more centrality
- For clarity, figure shows only the top 25 percent of all nodes in the network
Linkages among lobbyists filing LDA reports, June 2006.
Each lobbyist is linked to the others by shared places of former employment.
Circles = public employment (White House is center)
Triangles = private sector positions
Darker shades indicate greater “betweeness” centrality
Larger and darker lines to a greater number of other nodes suggest more centrality
For clarity, figure shows only the top 25 percent of all nodes in the network
More complex than in 1998
All Employers with White House Alumni, All Periods

Figure shows all data combined across nine reporting periods, 1998 to 2006.

The darkness of the shading indicates higher degree centrality.
Lobbying Firms with White House Alumni, All Periods
Lobbying Firms with White House Alumni, All Periods

- Data combined across nine reporting periods, 1998 to 2006
- Darkness of shading indicates higher degree of centrality
- Top 25 firms